A. Robinson has used mathematical logic to obtain a theorem concerning systems of polynomial equations with only finitely many solutions; this paper contains an algebraic proof of Robinson's theorem, based primarily on various equivalent forms of Hubert's Nullstellensatz.
In [4, p. 38 ], Robinson uses principles of logic to solve some problems in algebra. By use of lower predicate calculus and Gödel's completeness theorems [4, p. 12] , he gives elegant proofs of some known results and at least one new result; Robinson indicates that this new result has no readily accessible purely mathematical solution independent of his approach. field of the finite field Zv.
While we concede the power and beauty of Robinson's approach, the purpose of this note is to give an elementary algebraic proof of the preceding theorem. Our proof will consist of three parts; the first two parts will be separated into lemmas.
First we remark that the Hubert Nullstellensatz, as commonly stated [8, p. 164] , asserts that if a polynomial f(X\, ■ ■ ■ , X") over a field k vanishes at every zero of an ideal A of k[Xi, • ■ ■ , Xn], then some power of / is in A. On the basis of this result (or by use of Zariski's Nullstellensatz [7, pp. 362-363] ), one can establish a oneto-one correspondence between the set of maximal ideals of k[Xu ■ ■ ■ , X"] and a certain set of equivalence classes in »-dimen-sional affine space over the algebraic closure k of k. The equivalence relation referred to is the following. The points (xit ■ ■ ■ , xn) and (yu • • • , yn) are equivalent if there is a ¿-isomorphism from [3] asserts 1 ^íát', we may assume that &i, &2, • • • , kv are relatively prime. We have previously observed that each P", for i between 1 and m, contains some P,, with j between 1 and 5. Hence it follows that n4'_x PiÇHT-i Pi'-Thus X)Li hhiEilZ.! P't', and the residue class modulo p is zero. Thus since {^}î=i is linearly independent over Zp, we see that p divides each ki. This contradicts the assumption that k<x, hi, • • ■ , kv are relatively prime, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
In the above proof we proved that if certain primes {p\} were omitted, then Robinson's theorem was valid for all other primes p. The following example shows that each of the primes eliminated in the proof must be eliminated in order for Robinson's theorem to be valid. In this sense our proof produces the best possible collection of primes for which Robinson Note that Pof~\Z = (0), and for each i between 1 and », PiC\Z = (pi)Z. Also, the system of equations ff = 0 has infinitely many solutions in any infinite field extension of Zp for p = p\ for any i between 1 and ».
